Tattoo Walk Ins =
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Customer did not leave a deposit.
The tattoo size is small to medium with very little detail.
The customer has a picture in hand or on their phone.
The customer knows the size and body location.
The Artist spends no more than 5 minutes on preparing your stencil
Typically, the tattoo will take no longer than an hour from start to end.

If you didn’t leave a deposit you are a “walk ins”.
If the tattoo is larger and/or more complex than a "walk ins" the Artist may ask you
to schedule for another day. However, if they have the time to design & tattoo
the first 30 minutes of design time is the "free" consultation and the artist will start
charging for their time, please come prepared.
The Artist will then confirm how long the drawing will take and request $100
Toward the tattoo to make sure you are fully committed. The $100 will go towards
the total cost of the tattoo.

Example of “walk ins” verses an appointment with a deposit.
NO Deposit: Once you arrive at the shop you will be in line for the next available
artist in the order you arrived (excluding customers with scheduled appointments
w/deposit).
Appointment with Deposit: The artist you are scheduled with will pass on “walk ins" &
make sure they are ready for your appointment. If for any reason your Artist has an
Emergency and will be more than 15 minutes late, you will have the choice of another
Artist providing another Artist is available (larger pieces may not apply).
Your deposit was paid directly to the Artist therefore, you will need to contact
The Artist if you want your deposit returned.
If you are running late for your appointment, please call. The Artist will wait 15 min.
before starting the next tattoo. Once you arrive the Artist will take you once he
finishes tattoo in chair. No show, No call, No deposit back.
Always let the artist know if you are pressed for time otherwise, they will assume that
you are here chilling.
Consent Form: always write down your tattoo budget for the artist so there are
no surprises and make sure the Artist fills in the budgetary quoted price.

